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Statement of the President   
 
My name is Mark J. Spalding and I am the President of The Ocean Foundation. I first visited 
Loreto in 1986, and have been blessed to be back at least once or twice a year since.  
 
In 2004, we were honored to be asked to create the Loreto Bay Foundation, to be funded with 
1% of gross sales from the sustainable resort development known as the Villages of Loreto 
Bay. We operated this specially branded foundation as a subsidiary of The Ocean Foundation 
for nearly five years. During this time, my visits included working with local grantees and 
community leaders on many different aspects of this community. Over that five years, more 
than a million dollars was spent on behalf of the municipality of Loreto and the well-being of 
Loreto Bay National Park, the primary focus of the foundation’s activities. 
 
Early activities included the spaying and neutering of street animals, the monitoring of the 
removal, nurture, and replacement of native plantings in the Villages, and supporting proper 
worker housing and off-hours activities. In addition, we funded the construction of shade 
structures for school playgrounds to enable children to run and play outside in any 
temperature.  Baja California Sur’s school children are the only students in Mexico who are 
required to receive environmental education as part of the standard curriculum due to support 
from the foundation.  Other projects included providing seed funding for the local hospital, 
training workshops for Loreto’s 
paramedics and purchase of jaws of life 
equipment, and support for Profepa 
staff and equipment. 
 

For the benefit of the park, funds were 
provided for gas, salaries, and uniforms 
for park guards.  We supported the 
drafting of an ecological ordinance for 
the municipality of Loreto, and the 
creation of sustainability standards for 
coastal development for Loreto, the 
state of BCS, and the country as a 
whole. In addition, a RARE campaign 
was launched—a proven model for 
generating community enthusiasm for 
natural resources. In the case of Loreto, 
the chocolate clam was chosen to serve as the mascot for the Loreto National Park. Thus, the 
chocolate clam mascot became a welcome participant in town celebrations. 
 
Today, Loreto is much better off than it might have been otherwise because of the sustainable 
development model and the contributions to the community as a whole that came from that 
real estate development through our foundation. The founding residents of the Villages helped 
ensure a commitment to the region’s natural resources and to the greater community in which 
they live part time. The community itself has benefitted from the diverse types of tourism that 
depend on clean beaches, beautiful scenery, and abundant wildlife. What Loreto lacks is an 
abundance of water 
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Keeping Loreto Magical is at once a process (the designation can be taken away); a goal, and 
a commitment. It is impossible to anticipate all of the activities that may be required. And many 
of these activities may need to be altered on the fly, or limited due to financial constraints.  At 
the same time, the board and staff of The Ocean Foundation expect to maintain the 
organization’s long-term dedication to the Loreto Bay National Park, its allies, and its living 
communities. Paying for Cecilia Fischer’s time as a community organizer is part of that 
commitment. 
 
The Ocean Foundation community is committed to the broader Loreto community.  We need 
the support of everyone who recognizes the beauty, power, and magic that is Loreto.   
 
For the Ocean, 
Mark J. Spalding 
President 
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What is Keep Loreto Magical?  
 

Some places are magical, as we feel Loreto is; and we must listen to that feeling. 

Even the federal government has called Loreto a Pueblo Mágico. 

So, how do we take care of it, and Keep Loreto Magical? 

The answer is we must do restoration, regeneration, conservation,  

and protection of community, culture and natural resources 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A magical site often has naturally-occurring geological features.  Loreto has its islands in the 
sea, and its oases in the desert.  It is where the mountains come to swim in the sea.   
 
Blue whales, mantas, and sea turtles help make it the "world’s aquarium” (Jacques Cousteau).  
And, as such, its waters are part of a globally recognized UN World Heritage Site. 
 
Other magical sites are identified by a variety 
of human-made ceremonial structures that 
have stood the test of time and change.  In 
Loreto, 17th century San Francisco Javier de 
Viaggé Biaudó and Nuestra Señora de Loreto 
Conchó mission churches highlight the 
region’s rich spiritual history.   
 
The Programa Pueblos Mágicos is an initiative 
led by Mexico's Secretariat of Tourism to 
recognize towns around the country that offer 
visitors a "magical" experience because of 
their natural beauty, cultural riches, and/or 
historical relevance.   Even in the context of 
marketing, these towns do share that idea of 
underlying power of place. 
 

 Loreto is the only municipality in Mexico to 
have a Marine Protected Area, an Urban Plan 
and an Ecological Ordinance 

 More than 14,000 people call Loreto home 

 More than 800 species of marine life ply the 
waters of the Gulf of California 

 More than 690 species of vascular plants are 
found on its islands 

 More than 1,500 years of history  

 More than 500 sites with ancient cave 
paintings 

 Because of artesian wells, Loreto holds the 
highest population of rancherías in the Sierra 
La Giganta. 

 Highest concentration of schools for a 
Municipality in the state: 15 academic units 
(from kindergarten to university degrees) 
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Certainly, people experience that power when they visit.  Some call it a healing, magnetic, or 
special energy.  Why did the Spanish succeed here?  Why are the olive trees planted by the 
Jesuits hundreds of years ago still producing?  Why is Loreto the mother of the missions of the 
Californias?  Why do writers and artists find inspiration here? Why do those who are tired or 
sick find rejuvenation here? 
 
We will just call Loreto magical. 
 
So, how do we take care of it, and Keep Loreto Magical?   
The broad goals: 

 Celebrate its beauty, heritage, and community 

 Keep it clean (solid waste management, waste water management, recycling) 

 Keep it safe (healthy humans and animals, as well as following the rule of law) 

 Restore places already harmed (from the seafloor to the overgrazed hills) 

 Say no to unsustainable uses of natural resources (of the water, or the land) 
o No to Minería Toxica en Loreto, BCS 
o No to excessive scale in new development 

 Leave it better than we found it which means 
o Water management (trincheras, gabions and check dams) to recharge aquifers   
o A new park in Nopoló 
o A better-protected Loreto Bay National Park 
o Restored historical buildings in use for the community 

 
Keep Loreto Magical (a project of The Ocean Foundation) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Ocean Foundation is a leader in marine conservation focused on reversing trends 
destructive of ocean environments. It was created in part to take care of the "places of the 
heart" as determined by our donors and our own experience.  Since 2002, TOF has spent 
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millions of dollars "Protecting Marine Habitats & Special Places." One of its projects focuses on 
protecting and keeping Loreto, BCS, Mexico a magical place.  Over the past year, The Ocean 
Foundation has invested its time, expertise, and financial resources in the future of Loreto 
 
1. General activities in support of Keeping Loreto Magical 

 
The Ocean Foundation’s general activities are intended to support Keeping Loreto Magical 
overall, and back up our two current campaigns. As such we seek to: 

 Reinforce the beauty, culture and history of Loreto 

 Reinforce the vision of sustainability of the Villages of Loreto Bay; spread it to all of the 
municipality of Loreto 

 Promote alternative sources of revenue for the community of Loreto (e.g. Loreto is a 
tourism town, not a mining town).  Create jobs in organic and community farming, 
sporting events that add alternative tourism offerings (marathons, swimming relays, 
mountain climbing, windsurfing etc.), bird and whale 
watching festivals, recycling programs (jobs in reusing 
glass, and plastic), improvements to the municipality’s 
solid waste dump, alternative energy incentives, creating 
a bus system, reforestation and soil erosion control etc. 

 Reinforce the role that citizen participation plays in 
communicating with public officials about their duties 

 Explain the importance of following the rule of law for 
precedent and protection (ecological ordinances, land 
use, park designations) 

 Promote open space and/or parks on the coastal area 
surrounding Loreto 

 
Highlights of Implementing Activities: 
  
TOF President Mark J. Spalding gave in-person presentations in Loreto and Nopoló regarding 
the potential effects and legal framework regarding mining and Loreto.  He also had several 
meetings with funders in the United States to discuss the potential impact of mining and the 
importance of protecting the natural resources of the community for the benefit of residents 
and visitors. 
 
The Ocean Foundation: 
 

 Hosted an art exhibition intended to bring the community together about the future of 
Loreto (March 2016) 

 Secured scholarships for teachers to go to Monterrey Bay Aquarium and receive 
environmental education training to teach Loretanos about impacts to mining risks (July 
2016) 

 

“The scholarship was and is an 
enriching experience with a 
new and necessarily way to 

approach youth to science. It 
will be fundamental to 

understanding our watersheds 
and shared environment”  
Rodrigo Baeza Romero – 

middle school teacher in Loreto 
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 Hosted a writing expression workshop for 
historians, teachers and community activists 
(July 2016)  

 Hosted workshop on reptiles to explain the 
biodiversity and biomass of the desert under 
threat from mining  

 Hosted more than 153 different Loretanos 
(mostly working single mothers) on different 
hiking trips in the different watersheds of 
Loreto to engage them to become 
stakeholders/stewards of the land. This kind 
of engagement resulted in: 

o citizen reporting of three cases of 
illegal trespassing and taking of soil 
samples for mineral exploration. One 
case included illegal soil samples from 
Isla Coronado which is inside the marine park of Loreto!  

o more people signing the Citizen Mandate, which is the Mexican term for the 
petition to go into an injunction (amparo) and then, in collaboration with local 
activists led to obtaining the signatures of 5 out of 6 City Council members, which 
may be the most potent accomplishment to date 

 Collaborating with state-wide grassroots organizations, Frente en Defensa Ciudadana 
del Agua y la Vida and Fondo Acción Solidaria (since November 2015) by supporting 
and building the capacity of the local grassroots organization with several grants, and 
legal support from their lawyer. 

 
The Ocean Foundation research team was also able to map the location, names and 
surface area of the 30 mining concessions of Loreto.  This information is typically difficult to 
obtain because it tends to be treated as quasi-secret by the Ministry of Economy, even 
though it is supposed to be public information. This allowed TOF, and in turn, the state 
grassroots organizations, to conduct workshops to explain the threats of mining in terms of 
the most critical aspects that might affect the municipality of Loreto. Such threats include: 

o The risks from silt/gravel movements in the 11 watersheds of Loreto.  
o The potential effects of mining activities on agriculture due to Loreto having 4 

minor faults linked to the San Andres Fault (Loreto is a 2.5 earthquake zone). 
Ranchers would be put out of business, for example, if seepage through an 
earthquake fissure allowed water from mining tailings ponds to contaminate oasis 
or artesian wells. 

o The risk of hurricanes overflowing mining tailings ponds (an average of 17 
hurricanes per year hit BCS), and recently 4 hurricanes in a row, a trend that may 
expand as a result of changes in ocean temperature and weather patterns. Such 
contamination puts people at high risk and could be devastating for the Loreto 
Bay National (marine) Park. 

o The threat of airborne particulates (from the tailing ponds post-evaporation) from 
storms and normal northern winds throughout the year which can bring dust with 
chemicals to the community of Loreto.  

Poster of Writing Workshop 
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2. The Ocean Foundation’s specific campaigns in Loreto 
 
SEEKING TO CREATE A NOPOLÓ PARK 
We are seeking the transfer of 5,000 acres in Nopoló from 
Fonatur to the National Commission of Natural Protected 
Areas – CONANP.  The land is part of a Fonatur 
development site totaling 8,000 acres.  According the Master 
Development Agreement, the site was to have 3,000 acres 
developed into a high density, forward thinking, sustainable, 
New Urbanism community.  The remaining acres were to be 
restored and treated as an ecological reserve.  We want the 

5,000 acres 
transferred, and given 
permanent protection 
in the form of a park.   
 

Strong local support has preceded all successful 
national park nominations in Mexico, and therefore our 
first goal has been to foster grassroots, community 
support leading to the adoption of a land ordinance by 
the municipality of Loreto. Once this ordinance is 
passed, a call will be issued to the appropriate 
government officials to formally establish a national 
park by mobilizing stakeholder groups and moving 
through the municipal and federal legislative process 
over a three-year period. 
 
The Ocean Foundation has convened a network of 

local organizations and associations to achieve this objective, including key local nonprofit 

We launched a detailed, but carefully 
curated Loreto-focused Resources Page 
on The Ocean Foundation website: 
www.oceanfdn.org/resources/loreto 
 
Table of Contents: 

 Loreto Bay National Marine Park 

 Pueblo Mágico 

 Nopoló/Villages of Loreto Bay 

 Loreto Bay Foundation 

 Baja California Flora and Fauna 

 Water Resources 

 Mining in Loreto 

 Books about Loreto 

Financial Report to Date: October 1, 2015 – October, 2016 (in USD) 

 

https://www.oceanfdn.org/resources/loreto
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partners Eco-Alianza de Loreto, A.C. and the Loreto Owner’s Association, A.C. Both 
organizations have a strong relationship with the local municipality, and they are helping TOF 
recruit additional local support to ensure that a land ordinance is taken to the city council with 
appropriate community and stakeholder support for a successful vote.  
 
What have we accomplished? 
 
In the beginning, the idea was to have the 
citizens of Loreto petition the local 
government formally to make this request on 
their behalf.  The engagement of the 
community continues. 
 
As a start, we gave a small grant to Eco-
Alianza Loreto to collect petitions in old town 
Loreto.  They created a nice online petition 
site (http://parqueNopoló.strikingly.com), 
gave notice of its availability to sign on 
social media, and via a sign on the wall of 
their offices, as well as through distribution 
of posters in different parts of Loreto.  They 
also made the various forms of the petition 
available to sign at their offices.  To date, 
they have collected 85 signatures. 

 
We also offered a grant to the Loreto Bay Homeowners 
Association in Nopoló.  It agreed to help, but did not take 
the grant. 

 
To ensure a consistent, focused presence on the ground, 
we contracted with Cecilia Fischer, who is from Loreto, to 
promote the park idea and assess the condition of the 
5,000 acres.  It was intended that she also speak to 
appropriate authorities, give talks, show videos and work 
to educate the Loreto community and Loreto Bay 
homeowners about the park  
 
Ms. Fischer conducted site visits: photographing and 
surveying the status of the land and ecosystems within the 
proposed park, including the mountain areas, arroyo bed, 
delta, sand dunes, estuary and oasis   Ms. Fischer has led 
dozens of hikes for a diverse array of groups—she has 
taken potential donors, local leaders, and school children. 
 

    Ms. Fischer has collected over 175 signatures in 
support of the park.   
 
 

Aerial view of Loreto Bay with proposed park in background. 
(Photo: Richard Jackson Photography) 

Satellite view of Loreto Bay with total 
property outlined including the 5000 acres 
for the proposed park. (Photo: Loreto Bay 
Company) 

http://parquenopolo.strikingly.com)/
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Ms. Fischer is continuing to work with local partners who are launching social media 
campaigns, conducting radio interviews, and publishing articles in local news outlets to 
promote our petitions.  The community petitions will be eventually delivered to municipal 
leaders once we reach a critical mass of 700 signatories to advance protection through the 
legislature. We are over a third of the way there. 
 
We have held five meetings with government officials and tentatively convinced the National 
Commission of Protected Natural Areas (CONANP) to support the proposal and assign staff to 
assist our efforts. In a recent development, we have shifted efforts to include Nopoló Park as 
part of the proposed Biosphere Reserve for the Sierra La Giganta and Sierra Guadalupe. 
Sierra La Giganta is only a few kilometers from the boundary of the proposed Nopoló Park. 
The proposed Biosphere Reserve is part of the agenda of the Minister of Environmental 
Protection (SEMARNAT) and is part of an international pledge by the President of Mexico to 
combat global climate change. 
 
ANTI-MINING CAMPAIGN 
 
Mining is an inherently water intensive activity.  Mining is an inherently polluting activity—air, 
land, and water.  Mining is particularly risky for communities where water is a finite resource, 
where tourism and recreation are the primary source of revenue, and where the natural beauty 
of the area and its special qualities underpin all economic and social activity.  The risks that 
mining represents for all life in Loreto and Loreto Bay are significantly greater than any 
potential benefit to the community.  
 
Thus, we hope to help stop mining in Loreto before it even gets started.  It is officially at the 
stage where exploratory permits have been filed.  And, we understand some exploration and 
soil testing has been done (without legal permission).  Our goal is to make sure the mining 
companies know that  

--the community does not want this type of short term, unsustainable, bad for the 
environment investment 
--the ecological ordinance and land use laws are barriers to mining, particularly in 
relation to the extreme shortage of water in the desert 

 
What have we accomplished? 

 We fostered the creation of 13 murals with messages against mining, which were 
sponsored, designed, and painted completely by the community (March, April 2016) 

 We distributed 200 car stickers about “No to Toxic Mining in Loreto” (March 2016) 

 We helped halt a change in tax law intended to favor mining (via designation of mining 
as a taxable land use). We also spotlighted and shared this news with state and 
national digital newspapers in October and November 2015 

 We hosted two citizen participation workshops with local activists and volunteers in 
February 2016 to inform residents of Loreto about the risks of mining.  As a result of the 
workshops, the Ejido de San Javier did not sell 7000 acres of land to a mining interest.  

 We continue our support for the reversal of a new privatization of public property law 
that would allow water to be privatized, and may have allowed mining interests to enter 
Loreto via eminent domain law. 
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 We conducted two aerial surveys to find new (illegal) roads in potential mining areas 
and reported them to Profepa (the attorney general for the environment in Mexico). 

 Our contract with Cecilia Fischer asked her to promote Loreto, promote Loreto’s 
ecological ordinance and land use laws and help lead citizen participation.  This has 
included coaching a local, grassroots volunteer organization Frecodel (the Front for the 
Defense of Loreto) 

 Cecilia has held numerous meetings about mining risks to water with community 
leaders, and with 12 local non-profits to ensure we are reaching local stakeholders and 
to minimize the effects of any possible misconceptions and miscommunications within 
the town. As noted above, 5 out 6 City Council members of the Municipality of Loreto 
have signed the “Citizen’s Mandate” against mining in Loreto.    

 
With the help of different community members, we produced the following videos which are 
posted online, and are being shown via the Facebook page of “No to Mineria Toxica en Loreto” 
that was set up by Frente Comun en Defensa de Loreto AC (Frecodel)  
https://www.facebook.com/FRECODEL%20/?fref=ts .  Additionally, the videos have been 
shown during meetings and after hikes into the desert. 

o Mining risks in Loreto https://youtu.be/jMRAmb2vtZo 
o Cañón Tabor (español): https://youtu.be/XhgaQc-MXLs 
o The Horny Toads of Loreto: https://youtu.be/0bpXPtgrY5U 
o Mantenga a Loreto Mágico (full-length versión 

español): https://youtu.be/23kFZZOdA1A 
o Keep Loreto Magical (short version): https://youtu.be/4x92x9OUlOg 
o Keep Loreto Magical (full-length version): https://youtu.be/jMRAmb2vtZo 
o Summertime in Loreto: https://youtu.be/VFhw_w_7Np4 
o Corazoncitos de la Sierra (English): https://youtu.be/5oT5ppVRmUI 
o Madre Vida: https://youtu.be/JZknEvyodKY 
o Imagining a Loreto Without Toxic Mining: https://youtu.be/M0YzWfe5sfc 

 We obtained recorded 
statements in support of the 
campaign (and against mining) 
from professional actors who 
played in a TV novela that was 
filmed in old town Loreto (on 9 
November16) 

 Mark has met twice with 
Frecodel, and conducted 
numerous meetings with Eco-
Alianza staff and board. 

 Frecodel is leading an effort to 
get Loretanos to sign a “Citizen´s 
Mandate” which will become part 
of an injunction (amparo) calling 
for the municipal government to 
cease and desist from changing 
current land use in favor of 
mining 

https://www.facebook.com/FRECODEL%20/?fref=ts
https://youtu.be/jMRAmb2vtZo
https://youtu.be/XhgaQc-MXLs
https://youtu.be/0bpXPtgrY5U
https://youtu.be/23kFZZOdA1A
https://youtu.be/4x92x9OUlOg
https://youtu.be/jMRAmb2vtZo
https://youtu.be/VFhw_w_7Np4
https://youtu.be/5oT5ppVRmUI
https://youtu.be/JZknEvyodKY
https://youtu.be/M0YzWfe5sfc
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 We have challenged Eco-Alianza Loreto to step up and actively, publicly work on 
protecting the ecological ordinance that it helped get passed. 

 
This campaign to say “no” to mining has a lot of support from the members of the community.  
As such it is widely supported by Mexican citizens, as well as Canadian and US expats.  It 
certainly seems to be supported by anyone whose property values might be affected by mining 
and related land speculation.  It is a “just say no” campaign because Mexico has experienced 
repeated instances in which mining companies are not held accountable for economic, social 
or environmental degradation from mining itself, nor after severe contamination incidents.  This 
is abundantly clear in Santa Rosalía, just 98 nautical miles north of Loreto.   
 
At the same time, it also is challenging in that The Ocean Foundation and non-Mexican donors 
do not wish to be the ugly Americans denying economic opportunity to members of a poor 
community.  We expect this will be largely resolved with additional research to support the idea 
any economic benefit from mining that might stay in Loreto is dwarfed by the economic 
benefits from tourism and recreation that stay in Loreto.  
 
Next Steps for Keep Loreto Magical: 
 
We are defining a budget of $150,000 to be used to 
continue to support the Nopoló Park Project, the anti-
mining campaign, and other efforts to Keep Loreto 
Magical.  We have raised about one-third of this amount 
from Conservation Alliance for the restricted support of 
the Nopoló Park project (only).  Other planned activities 
include: 

 Fundraising initiatives will be undertaken with 
Loreto Bay homeowners, including hosting a 
dinner in the spring of 2017 for 100 persons. 

 Developing a list of potential donors. And, we are 
going to build a custom online donation page 
campaign to get folks engaged in raising funds to 
protect Loreto.   

 Arranging for 75% of new donations to go back to 
work to benefit Loreto/Nopoló 

o Support for 12 months of Cecilia Fischer, plus expenses 
o Support for Frecodel 
o Support for FASOL (a fund for Solidarity in Action as a project of Global Green 

Grants), CEMDA (the Center for Mexican Environmental Law) and/ or DAN 
(Defenders of the Northeast Environment) for domestic legal work.  FASOL has 
already given support from its lawyers to lead workshops in Loreto about mining 
risks and environmental laws that protect Loreto via the Ecological Ordinance, 
Urban Plan and Marine Park of Loreto. 

 An additional 15% will be directed to international work to benefit Loreto/Nopoló 
o Continued research and identification of partners by The Ocean Foundation 
o Maintaining and expanding web-based information sources on Loreto 

https://www.oceanfdn.org/resources/loreto 
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o Engagement of anti-mining groups in Canada and Australia 

 10% will be for The Ocean Foundation infrastructure and administration, including 
accounting, insurance, and compliance with the US Patriot Act and IRS requirements 

 100% will be for Loreto (Keep Loreto Magical, Nopoló park, and anti-mining 
campaigns). 

 
 
General activities in support of Keeping Loreto Magical 
We plan to keep expanding the number of engaged and active supporters of Loreto’s special 
attributes and to focus on the positive future for Loreto that relies on clean water, clean air, 
clean soil, recreational and eco-tourism, and a healthy marine park. Thus, planned activities 
include: 

 Promote projects to create new products for the community and attract new business  

 Deepen the community’s environmental and conservation literacy, by designing a 
contest that engages and educates about the importance of the watersheds of Loreto 

 Engage the community of Loreto through tourism, musical, and artistic events and 
activities.  

 Defend the marine protected area (Loreto Bay National Park), POEL (the ecological 
ordinance), and Urban Plan (prevent excesses in population increase and density along 
the water) 

 Support the proposed Sierras la Giganta y Guadalupe Biosphere Reserve 

 Review copy of a water study done by Lesser y Asociados on the San Juan Londo 
aquifer; develop public case highlighting importance of water in Loreto using facts from 
the study.  

 Expand the attractions for natural tourism—reiterating “Loreto is a tourism town, not a 
mining town.”  Among the activities that support these goals are the following: 

o More parks—including pursuing Geopark and other international and national 
designations 

o More open space and limited coastal density 
o More public access to the water / beaches 
o Loreto limpio—ensuring that Loreto’s streets, beaches, and parks are free of litter 

and other pollutants, and that they are kept clean through good management of 
wastewater and solid waste 

o Support Animalandia because spaying, neutering, and related activities, which 
were one of our earliest priorities in Loreto, have already reduced the number of 
street animals and that must continue—for the health of visitors, the residents, 
the businesses, and the animals themselves 

o Ensuring Loreto keeps the Pueblo Mágico designation 
o Supporting the Loreto Blue Whale Festival 

 
Activities in Support of Establishing Nopoló Park 
 
Cecilia Fisher plans to continue her engagement and outreach activities to build grassroots 
support for the Nopoló Park Project. The Ocean Foundation team will support those activities 
as needed. 
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The activities that will support progress towards a park and support future management of the 
park include the following: 

 Design a stewardship/restoration event requested by a Conservation Alliance member  

 Continue to lead field trips to the different watersheds of Loreto with Loretanos 
(students and adults) to show the park site, explain the proposed Nopoló Park initiative 
(contains 4 critical ecosystems, biological corridors, biodiversity and biomass, status of 
ecological reserve and opportunities).   

o The number of trips and number of persons will depend on fundraising success.  
The hope is to do an average of one per week.   

o We plan to film videos of these trips. 
o We may host one trip especially for Loreto City Council members who are 

supportive of the park proposal. Thus far, 5 out of 6 City Council members 
support the idea. 
 

 Develop and add night trips for Loretanos to learn about constellations and critters in 
the desert because nearly every single animal is more active at night than in the day 
time due to the high temperatures.  We plan to do some videos of these trips, and 
explore whether this type of tourism popular elsewhere can work here in Loreto. 

 In conjunction with the Loreto Guide Association (with Rodolfo Palacios - board member 
of Eco Alianza), we will also design these trips so they can be adopted as revenue 
producing trips for the local eco-tourism businesses for locals and visitors  

 Organize the painting of 1 or 2 murals within the community about the proposed Nopoló 
Park using images of biodiversity of the desert of Sierra La Giganta and referrals to the 
website URL to sign the petition and to learn more. 

 Conduct interviews of ranchers supporting proposed Nopoló Park – they prefer the Park 
concept to large scale unsustainable real estate resort development.  We want to share 
their point of view because others assume they are opposed to the creation of a park. 
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 Continue to collect and thus increase the number 
of signatures from Loretanos on our petition. The 
number of signatures we have now is too small, 
and our goal is 750 valid (over 18 years old, 
registered voters) signatures.  

 With local videographers, we will produce the 
following videos: 

o One on Rancho Tiombo, which is inside the 
same watershed of the proposed Nopoló 
park but outside its polygon 

o Aerial drone photography of the Nopoló 
Park 

 
Mark J. Spalding and The Ocean Foundation will: 

 Work with Cecilia Fischer and Ayrie Cunliffe (the 
architect of the Villages of Loreto Bay) to map the 
boundaries of the proposed park within Fonatur 
land (ideally based on topographic/watershed 
features) 

 Develop a description of the objectives of the 
park, as well as proposed legal protection levels 
(doing a management plan will be reserved until 
after we get a park designation) 

 Coordinate with the project now underway for a Baja California Peninsula 
cultural/natural heritage corridor and CONANP’s proposed Sierras la Giganta y 
Guadalupe Biosphere Reserve.  

 Lead on legal and other research to understand water and mineral law, community 
rights, and environmental protection options. 

o With public interest law firms CEMDA (the Center for Mexican Environmental 
Law) and/ or DAN (Defenders of the Northeast Environment) in La Paz and 
Mexico City 

 
Mark and Cecilia to meet with Lic. Collet, Regional Director of Fonatur, in Los Cabos early in 
2017 to confirm willingness to transfer the 5,000 acres to CONANP Fonatur is the fund for the 
fomentation of tourism. The goal will be to push for a pro-park decision from Fonatur by 
showing it as a viable alternative to developing the 5,000 acres.  Our request for transfer of the 
land from Fonatur to Conanp is consistent with its extant zoning as a nature preserve.  The key 
is to explain how recreation opportunities increase with the park option, which also allows more 
water for wildlife, for reforestation, for medicinal and edible landscaping, and hence, increasing 
property values for Nopoló and Loreto municipality.  In other words, a park represents 
increasing not decreasing Fonatur’s opportunity to effectively foment tourism in the region as is 
its mandate. 
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Activities in Support of “Loreto is a Tourism Town, Not a Mining Town” 
 

A. Fund and assist Frecodel in reaching 2,800 signatures of signed Citizen´s Mandate, 
which will become part of a legal filing asking for an injunction (amparo) directing 
that the municipal government to cease and desist from changing current land use in 
favor of mining. 

B. Cecilia Fischer will organize revenue-producing “agrotourism” trips to support 
organic certified avocado ranchers on Rancho Tiombo who are transforming the 
traditional self-sustaining farm to a production farm. It happens to be these farmers 
are fighting off mineral prospectors who have trespassed several times into their 
land without their permission.  

C. With help local videographers, we will 
produce a few more videos.  Examples 
include videos of:  

 Rural areas and adjacent 
communities of Loreto that support 
anti-mining efforts: from San Nicolas, 
from Santa Rosalía, and from San 
Javier. 

 Loretanos who went to live to Santa 
Rosalía (only 109 miles from Loreto) 
and did not like the environmental 
and social degradation and returned 
to Loreto. 

 The revenue-producing agricultural 
trips noted above. 

 
Mark J. Spalding and The Ocean Foundation will continue to engage in and coordinate 
activities both in Loreto and away that bring their special expertise to bear.  In Mexico, water 
and minerals do not belong to the landowner, they belong to the people of Mexico.  Where 
there is conflict, the federal government must establish what is the greatest benefit to the 
people.  As such, TOF expects to 

 Lead on legal research to identify strategies and precedents to support anti-
mining campaign based on the municipality’s ecological ordinance. 

o Work with public interest lawyers in La Paz and Mexico City 
o Find out about whether environmental impact statements are needed for 

mining exploration— 
o As needed, hire lobbyists and/or additional legal advice  

 Continue research on companies involved (the current business partner of Azure 
Mineral, Grupo Mexico, is the largest mining company in Mexico) 

 Engage Australian and Canadian anti-mining groups to help us go after the 
mining companies on their home turf 

 Determine how to engage banks who finance international mining companies 

 Share news and information through email and social media to broaden 
opposition to new mining in the Loreto area 
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All activities are dependent on available resources—and can, and will, be adapted to meet the 
needs of the community, changes in circumstance, and as new opportunities arise.   
  

Photo Index  

 Page 0 "Corredores Con Causa" - Runners for a Cause - group of 20 persons ran in last Half 
Marathon Event in Loreto. Healthy living can only be without toxic mining. 

 Page 3: Pride Campaign of Loreto highlighting importance of chocolate clam of Loreto. Hugging 
mascot of chocolate clam. 

 Page 5: Womens hiking groups of Loretanas visiting their watersheds to learn about where water 
comes from, and risks of impacts toxic mining in Sierra Lag Giganta. 

 Page 6: Gabriel Martinez, age 9, on hiking trips learns that water is safe to swim in Sierra La 
Giganta.  

 Page 8: Writing Workshop for teachers, historian, writers, bloggers and activists of Loreto. Via the 
State Institute of Culture, Loreto will begin to do their first community newspaper. 

 Page 10: Rendering of Master Development Plan of (no longer active) Loreto Bay Company but 
current land zoning for land. 

 Page 14: Writing Workshop sessions in local library, facilitated by Sandino Gamez, Editorial 
Coordinator of State Institute of Culture.3 

 Page 15: The communication campaign for learning about the risks of mining to the Municipality of 
Loreto began with 12 murals by teenagers upon the request of the local middle school "Benito 
Juarez" This one mural has received over 6000 views on the Facebook page "No a la Minería 
Tóxica en Loreto" Loreto only has 15,000 residents. 

 Page 16: Recent hiking trip on an ancestral road to learn about edible, and medicinal plants in one of 
the eleven watersheds of the Municipality of Loreto. Grand majority of participants of the hiking trips 
are made up by women, single mothers. 

 Page 17: Anti-mining car sticker 

 Page 18: Most recent hiking trip, visiting watershed, El Zacatal, that use to grow port-wine in Loreto. 
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About The Ocean Foundation 
The Ocean Foundation (TOF) is a California registered, USA Internal Revenue Code 
§501(c)(3) not-for-profit international community foundation with a mission to support, 
strengthen, and promote those organizations dedicated to reversing the trend of destruction of 
ocean environments around the world.   
 
We raise financial support from donors (individuals, corporations, other foundations, and 
governments).  We are not an endowed private foundation. 
 
The Ocean Foundation’s lines of business reflect those of the standard community 
foundation—providing philanthropic advice and organizational consulting services, establishing 
donor and committee advised funds, creating pooled “field of interest funds,” and providing 
back office services to dozens of hosted projects to free their staff and volunteers to do their 
work on the ground and in the water. 
 
Mark J. Spalding is the President of the Foundation and he is advised by an outstanding Board 
of Directors and Board of Advisors.  The Ocean Foundation has a 10-person expert staff to 
support its activities around the globe. 
 
TOF has achieved the highest ratings on Charity Navigator and GuideStar (two of the most 
prominent, independent third-party evaluators of non-profits). 
 
TOF has a large, well-established Fiscal Sponsorship Program. We are proud to be the only 
major fiscal sponsor--and member of the National Network of Fiscal Sponsors--focused solely 
on marine issues.  TOF is the fiscal host of over 50 projects.  And, one of these projects is 
Keep Loreto Magical. 
 
Fiscal Sponsorship is the practice of nonprofit institutions offering their legal and 501(c)(3) tax-
exempt status, together with all applicable administrative services, to individuals or groups 
engaged in research, projects, and activities relating to and furthering the mission of the 
sponsoring nonprofit organization.  This allows project leaders (like Cecilia) to use our name 
and good will as well as our reputation on substantive issues.   
 
And, we are proud of how well we work to take care of the back-office needs (legal, insurance, 
accounting, reporting etc.) and provide each project with a credible, well respected fiscal host. 
 And, The Ocean Foundation is a partner, not just a service provider.  And, thus Cecilia 
receives valuable support, training and information from us. 
 
 


